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Question Report
Topic
Y5-Grade 6 Return To
Building Info Meeting
Question Number

Webinar ID

# Question

851 2741 3929
Question

148
Answer(s)

1 No questions. The XXXXXX and XXXXXX say Hi Mr. McCalla Mr. McCalla says hi back! Miss them both!
2 Thanks for putting this on!
You are welcome. Thank you for joining us.
When we looked at the numbers of students who were enrolled in
Homeroom, we realized that we could accomodate 50% safely. We made
What happened to the 25% back to school first? I thought the 25%/50% plan without knowing how many students would choose each
3 that was the plan, then going to 50% and so on.
path.
There is evidence that air purifiers can reduce the risk of
getting COVID 19. Are air purifiers being used in
classrooms? If not, I think air purifiers in classrooms
4 should be considered.
Why is the schedule split, doesn't that increase cross
5 contamination and make cleaning difficult?

We have made upgrades to all air-filtration systems that are compatible
with the upgraded filters.
We are able to clean all the classrooms to meet the standards.

If parents who selected homeroom room model, no
longer feel confident in your back to school plan now that
you are no longer following the original guidelines you
have established for the district, is there the option to
6 move to home-based a possibility?
Yes, you may move to a homebased model. Contact your principal.
If a student switches to homebase, do they lose their
Yes, at this point we have space in our home-based classrooms so students
7 teacher and classmates?
would move to a different teacher or class.
When I look at the screening questionaire I didn't see
anything about what to do if a family member tests
positive. What are the rules surrounding a student who is
not showing any symptoms, but has a family member at That guidance comes from the health department, and can vary from
8 home that has tested positive?
situation to situation, depending on the circumstances.

9

10

11
12

Will the staff COVID screening dissuade staff from getting
tested? Another district’s screening states that you
should not come to work if you have been tested and are
awaiting results. This presumably discourages testing.
Why can sports start and not school but only 2 days for
younger elementary when you are saying local data is
minimal in contraction in our zip code?
Creekside: When our kids go to school for hybrid what will
they do on the other days will they have class with thir
teachers or 3 days of asychronous
(Creekside) Will my Group B student have a locker for
belongings spaced from others who are also on B day?

I believe that is a health department recommendation, not a district one.
In order to follow the guidelines from the Return to School plan that our
governor developed, we need smaller numbers of students in order to ensure
the protocols and procedures.
Teachers will guide students through asynchronous activities. They will
begin their day with a morning meeting similarly to what they are doing
now.
We will not be using lockers at all this year. Students will bring their
belongings to their classrooms and keep them ner their desks.

Infection seems to be a multi-generational and crosscommunity (in fact, global) phenomenon - not isolated to
age groups or highly located areas. Family members iof
DCS students are in direct contact with students at U-M,
EMU, and other colleges via course instruction, medical
care, athletics, etc. Thus, my impression is that it is not
scientifically sound to focus on age-parsed or highly local
(DCS data. We must caution against spread to Dexter via
intergenerational and inter-community vectors. How do
13 you explain this narrow focus?

Our charge is to evaluate and plan for the students, staff, and families of the
Dexter Community Schools. We know that members of our community are
interconnected to other communities, too. However, when we evaluate the
data of the students and staff walking through our doors each day, we feel
confident with the decision we have made.

Katie: children playing sports inside, sweating, touching
same equipment seems much more contamination then
sitting at a clean desk and isolated room. From what I
understand my sons class at Creekside is less than a
14 sports team interaction by far.

(live answered) An example of a protocol that we need to follow has to do
with keeping as much distance between students as we can. We don’t have
space in our classroom to do that if there are 25-28 students. Another
example is when kids are eating lunch and not wearing a mask, we are
ensuring 6 feet of social distancing. We do not have space to do that in the
cafeteria or classroom with full classes.
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Question
Sorry if I missed this but how do you receive the
information of cases & individuals quarantining/school?
Does the county share that information with the district
and is it public? And are we helping ensure privacy for
the families who are positive/is there a plan in place to
coach the community about not shaming those who do
15 become infected?

Answer(s)

We receive notification from the health department and it remains
confidential.

(Beacon) Will kids who have to miss in person learning
due to failing screening, ill siblings, etc but are still well
enough to learn have virtual options for those days or will
they have to take a day of missed school? I imagine that
there will be a lot of situations this year where we keep
kids home in a effort to keep our community safe and I’m Like in years past when a student has to miss school due to illness, we will
worried about my student missing more days than a
make an effort to ensure that students have access to curriculum, new
16 normal school day.
learning, and the work they missed when they were absent.
(Creekside) So my 6th grader that is homeroom will have
in person instruction for 2 days, and will need to do work
on their own 3 days a week with only a beginning of day
17 and end of day check in? Am I hearing that correctly?
Creekside - How does my child on day one know where to
18 go? To know where their classroom is at?

Wylie - for a new 3rd grader this year, will he be guided
19 as to where to go on his first day in a new school?

Yes, but you will have your specials and music synchronously or live on the
days they are not in school. Second answer: You are correct. Teachers will
be working with the other group. Chris has some specific slides to explain
and I’m happy to follow up with you later if you like.- Tammy Reich
There will be staff directing students.
Yes. We are creating signs with our teachers’ names and photos and arrows
that will guide students as they enter and make their way to their classroom.
I am going to make videos to share-out with families next week so that kids
can have a virtual trip to their classrooms. We will also have all of our adults
available outside and in to help our students.

When the highschool and middle school students come back our plan is for
(multi building) Will my highschooler and middle schooler the Y5-6 studnets to be back at 100%. Then it will not matter. If we do bring
20 be B day if my Creekside kid is?
everyone back at 50% we will match A day and B day for all students.
Creekside- Will the kids who are at home doing assynch 3
days a week have access at any time during that day to a Yes. Teachers will share times that they may be available to touch base with
21 live teacher for questions or clarification on assignments? students.
Classroom teachers will share how to get to their classrooms and we will
Creekside, how are students directed to class in day 1.
also have staff available to guide students. Second answer: I would make
What do they need to know to be directed so they are
sure they know their teacher’s name so that if an adult asks, we can guide
22 feeling calm about entering as a new 5th grader?
them in the right direction!
That will be the goal. We obviously have a shortened time period with
Creekside-Will the kids be able to get all the curriculum
students and we have determined which curriculum is most critical and how
23 for 5/6th grade in with such a shortened schedule ?
to use our time together in the most efficient ways.
24 What is the process for students going to aftercare?
For students in aftercare there will be an adult to walk them to Bates.
You shared when students will first be able to be released
at the end of the day for pick up, what is the latest a child Students will be exiting the building at 2:00 pm. There will be adults outside
25 can be picked up?
monitoring but they will not be there past 2:15.
Beacon - If a student shows new symptoms and cannot
come to school, will they have access to online learning
Students will have access to the missed curriculum, but it may not be
26 that day?
possible for this to occur on the same day.
27 please clarify temp threshold for keeping student home
Any temperature above 100 the student should stay home.
'@Wylie - If a student has a COVID symptom and stays
Your child’s teacher will work with your child to ensure that s/he has access
home, should the student join the other group’s planned to the learning. This may mean the teacher providing office hours, recorded
28 activities for that day(s)?
lessons and materials specific to that day or days of learning.
Anchor - Some of these symptoms are considered
secondary and any one alone is not enough to suspect
COVID. According to the screen, is any ONE of these
29 symptoms justification to keep the student home?

We are asking that students stay home when they display any symptom that
is not related to a known condition (such as coughing related to asthma).
Second answer: as a family goes through the form they will need to judge
their child’s health. Recommendations are to stay home when displaying
symptoms.

Concerned about the drop-off and pick-up. Seems like it
will be a very lengthy process, especially if going to
multiple schools, and mostly for pick-up. Also, how will
Adults will be stationed to support students on the first day. Drop off and
children know where their classroom is when dropped off pick up should move quickly considering we have only half of the students
30 on the first day?
minus students who are homebased.
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Question
(Creekside) If I am no longer comfortable with my child
being homeroom based on what I’ve learned tonight, and
31 I’ve missed the window to switch, what are my options?
32 Thank you!
(Anchor) What time is the Zoom meeting in the morning
33 for the kids at home?

What about the kids with food allergies? Can they be
34 accomodated? Thanks.
Beacon - Daily Screening at Home: Is it just 1 symptom to
have the student stay home? And how long is the student
to be symptom-free prior to returing (i.e. when is the
35 stuffy nose no longer considered "new")?

36 Wylie - Can twins sit together at lunch?
37 Can students bring their own lunch ?
38 and water bottles ?

Answer(s)
There will be windows availble to make the switch. Your teacher will likely
need to change if and when a switch is made. Second answer: We will make
the switch from homeroom to homebased when you need that change.
Reach out to me if that is what you are most comfortable with.
You are welcome!
The morning zoom time will be 8:14ish.
Yes! with the 6ft distance at lunch and the extra cleaning that is actually
more than we have done in the past. Second answer: There’s a note about
this on the Return to Buildings page.
Guidance from the health department is on a case by case situation. Parents
can contact teir family dcotor, the health department, or the school nurse for
specific symptoms.
In our cafeteria we have one student sitting at each of the tables so that they
are 6 feet apart. We will be creating seating charts, and we can have your
twins sitting at tables next to one another.
Yes. Students are still welcome to bring their own lunch.
Yes. Water bottle filler stations will be open, but drinking fountains will not
be open.

Anchor
With all of the health conditions that require students to
remain home (runny nose, congestion, etc.) , if my child is
still well enough to complete class work at home on an in
person day is there a way for them to complete the
39 missed work at home?
40 (personal content)

This is something we will handle within the classroom. Teachers are not
recording the in person lessons. The teacher will support the student with
the missed instruction when they get back to school.
(personal content)
While we cannot predict the data, we will need to stay at 50% in order to
Wylie — Because we removed the 25% and are entering support the many procedures and protocols that Dr. Timmis is explaining.
at 50, how long are we predicting to have this schedule so Therefore, we wouldn’t move to 100% until the data warranted a way to
41 we aren’t rushing into that 100%?
provide safe in-person learning with larger numbers of students.

Wylie - will students need to bring their computers to
42 class to work on assignments?
i had to step away and missed the slide about lunch. are
you sending this presentation around or can you hop back
43 there for me?
Wylie, what if we have to pick up early for a doctors
44 appointment
Beacon - what materials should kindergarten students
45 bring with them on the first day?

46
47
48

Anchor - If a student misses class due to illness or other
conflicts, will they automatically join the asynchronous
schedule or will there be additional recorded material?
At home from 2:00-3:00 p.m. is support from teachers if
needed. What will this look like?
Creekside - If a student in the class tests positive how will
parents/students be contacted to get tested?
will the school be monitoring for symptoms in any way?
if staff identifies a child is coughing or displays a runny
nose will they be required to stay home for the 10 or 14
day self quarantine?
We have four children. If another student is showing
symptoms, should all of the children stay home?

Yes, we are going to ask students to leave their Chromebook chargers at
home. They should bring a charged Chromebook, Everyday Math journal and
their reading/writing notebooks. All other materials can stay at home and
students will have their own supplies at school. Students will not be sharing
supplies.
The meeting is being recorded and the slides will be shared. You can find
both on the return to buildings page.
Call the office ahead of time and let them know you are coming in to pick up
your child.
A mask :) A big smile! Backpack. Lunch (if you are sending lunch). An extra
change of clothes - just in case! Students should bring their iPad, too. We
will have all other materials here.
If the student misses class due to an illness they will need to get the
additional learning from their teacher when they return. Just like in the past
when students have been out for illness. The teachers will not be recording
their live lessons when students are in school.
Teachers will use this time to plan lessons for the next day.
The health department will conduct contact tracing with our assistance.
They will contact familes that should quarantine.

We have isolation rooms in every building for students that show symptoms.
Parents will be contacted to pick their child up from this location in the
49
building.
live answered (This is case specific and guidance will be given from the
50
health department.)
Please call the office before 1pm to alert staff of the change. Yes, each
If we are a bus family and we need to pick up from school family will be assigned a number for pick-up. Second answer: Numbers will
one day, how we do we handle that? Will we also get a
be sent home soon. If you need to make a change in pick up plans, please
51 number for our child in order to pick up?
call the office as soon as possible.
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Question
If I am picking up multiple kids that are in different
classrooms will that be allowed? Will I just show all the
52 numbers?

Answer(s)
Yes, you can pick up multiple students at their school - you can show multiple
numbers.
Snack may occur outside at recess. Due to the shortened day, students may
not need a snack as much as in years past.

53 Beacon - will students be allowed to have snacks?
You guys are Rock Stars! Thank you for all of the care and
attention to detail that has gone into safely bring our kids Thank you!! We appreciate the community support and look forward to
54 back to school safetly!!!
seeing our students.
If a student has had an exposure— should all the kids in
55 the house stay home?
This is case specific and guidance will be given from the health department.
56 great thanks
If numbers continue to increase at the rate they are
increasing, will further consideration be made regarding
both resuming/continuing at the 50% level or will that
only be done if exposures in the school become
57 problematic?

is the screener something we fill out each day and turn
58 in?
So, given the infection rates are currently above the 1.0
infection that was cited in the plan and we have yet to
reach a 14-day steady decline in numbers, what metric
59 will be used to go back to remote learning?
Thank you Dexter staff! This has been very informative
60 and thorough. You guys are the best!
Thank you for all you and your staff have done. You guys
61 are awesome. Appreciate you!
62 personal
We are looking forward to returning to school! All of this
research, preparation, and communication is no small
feat. Thank you teachers and admin for your efforts and
63 adaptibilty. We got this!!
follow from my prior question, is the child required to stay
home for the 10-14 days if they are sent to the isolation
room or are they allowed back the next day if the
64 symptom no longer presents?
will lotion/moisture supplied to combat all of the hand
washing and sanitizer that will be utilized by our children?
65 question for wile and anchor

We will continue to monitor the data and make decisions for
resuming/continuing at the 50% based on the data and what we see
happening in our district and our surrounding districts.
There isn’t a form to turn in but please go through the checklist with your
child each morning. Second answer: You do not need to fill out the screener
or turn anything in. We want all of our families to go through the screener
every morning and keep students home when needed. Thank you.

live answered (Health department guidance.)
Thank you! We appreciate all that our families are doing at home!
Thank you for the kind words!
personal

live answered
live answered (Students who exhibit symptoms of illness that send them to
the isolation room are required to be symptom-free for 24 hours without
fever-reducing medications before returning to school, as per our usual
protocol. If COVID-19 is suspected, the specific guidelines come from the
health department).
live answered (families should provide their own (labeled) lotion for students
who need it)

It says from 2-3:00 p.m. on asynchronus days there is
live answered (it's teacher planning time; what they do with that time will
66 support from teachers if needed. What does this look like. vary by teacher)
I sincerely appreciate our teachers and suspect the
amount of work they must put into this. They are trying
hard to accommodate all and doing a great job!! I know
many of them are also struggling with all this! That
67 should be recognized.

68 Creekside - What is the sample schedule for grades 5-6?
69 Thank you Dexter staff! You all are amazing!
70 When will bus schedules be released?

Agreed! Thank you for the appreciation. We recognize our staff and their
amazing contribution.
I know the slide said Y5-4 but the sample is similar to our schedule as well.
Teachers will share more specific schedules.
Tammy Reich
We appreciate your kind words!
live answered (as soon as they are ready)

Creekside- Was there a slide that gave an example online I know the example schedule was Y5-4 but it is representative for Creekside
71 and in school day possible schedule?
as well. Teachers will share more specific schedules.
Dr. Timmis has answered this live. (As soon as we have it; we are still short
When will we be informed of bus schedule and how will bus drivers and transportation is working around the clock to get routes
72 we get the info?
scheduled).
As of this time we are not doing snack, unless the teacher wants to take the
73 Anchor: will there be a morning snack?
class outside.
I am blown away by all you guys have done for our kids!
74 Thank you Thank you Thank you!!!!
Thank you!
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Question
Thank You so much everyone for working so hard at safety
protocals, and virtual planning and in class education all
75 at the same time.
Creekside. Will you send notices of all quarantines or
76 positive cases in the building?
Thanks for everything you all are doing to get our kids
back in person safely!! Feel confident in sending my kids
back to the classroom based on the information present!!
77 Thanks for all you all are doing! Go Dreads!

78

79

80

81
82

83
84
85

86
87

Answer(s)

Thank you!
live answered (Notice for quarantine will come directly from the health
department.)

Thank you, hello to the girls!
Staff will be there to guide them. Second answer: We will have all of our
For students who are new to a building, how will they get staff availble to help our students who are new to the school. Each building
to their classroom to meet their teachers? Thank you.
is planning ways to support our students.
Wylie and anchor: will they be asked to bring their devices
back and forth to school? What about other supplies like Yes, the students will need to bring their devices and supplies back and forth
glue, scissors, etc?
to school. Teacher will let you know what those materials will be.
Creekside- Mrs. Melvin is a lovely ray of sunshine! She
has injected lots of needed positive energy into my son's
day. (No question.)
Yes, she is a ray of sunshine! Thank you for your positive comment!
If my child was signed up for homeroom based but I
would like to change them to homeschool based for the
time being, who should I contact?
You will need to reach out to your building principal.
We appreciate all you are doing for our kids!!
Thank you!
Creekside: can students be allowed to take tests on
Good question. I would ask your teacher specifically about that one. I’m
asynchronous days? Right now they are not allowed to (or guessing that the teachers want to make sure students are prepared for the
that's what my kids tell me). :)
test.
How many students will be in a classroom to maintain 6 live answered (it varies by classroom but we can't do 6 feet. We will have a
feet apart?
minimum of 3 feet)
Anchor: will there be fire drills, tornado, etc? thanks
Yes, we are still required to have our drills.
Creekside - Was the A/B groups notification already sent
to all 5th grades students? My son is a home room
student and we didn’t receive any information yet
Please reach out to me directly reicht@dexterschools.org.
Anchor Will someone be directing students to their
classrooms if they are new to the school?
Yes, we will have staff around to help all our students get to class.

What are students expected to do with their masks when
they take them off? Is there a protocol to ensure the
88 masks don't get contaminated and then put back on?
Creekside: If a student has to quarantine, will that child
need to move to home-based for live teacher interaction
during quarantine, but be able to stay in original
89 homeroom class?
Anchor- How will my student find their homeroom class
90 at morning drop off?

Students will only be taking masks off at lunch where they may place it on a
clean, sanitized table. Outside, if students are playing a solitary activity, they
may put it in their bag (which they will take outside)

They will stay in their orginal homeroom class.
live answered (staff will be on hand to guide students. It's helpful if your
student knows their teacher's name)

Beacon: If the child has runny nose, cough, diarrhea or any
one or two of the covid like symptoms, then how would
the child be cleared to come back to school? Would the
child need a negative covid test to come back or would
live answered (students should be symptom-free for 24 hours without fever91 the child need to be symptom free to come back?
reducing medicine, as is our regular process.)

Creekside - how will social distancing be done on buses?
92 Will it be one student per seat?

live answered (we are striving to do one student per seat, except for siblings
who can sit together. Students will wear masks on the buses, windows will
be open, and they will apply hand sanitizer prior to boarding.)

Will students be allowed to bring lunchboxes from home?
93 Or does everything for lunch need to be disposable?
Yes, students can bring their lunchbox from home.
Creekside-first a heartfelt thank you to all of our DCS
staff!! Second, how would recommend carpooling with
our neighborhood children? I’m assuming that we will
need all the students numbers listed to show during pick
94 up and that this will be ok?
You would need all numbers
Thanks for all of your work. We do appreciate it and hope
95 you're all well.
live answered
Amazing work DCS! We appreciate all the extra, hard
96 work you all have done.
live answered
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Question
97 How long do you think we will be at the 50% model?

98
99

100
101

We just wanted to say thank you to the amazing team
who is helping our kids stay safe and receive an amazing
education. The long hours and hard work is nothing short
of heroic. We feel blessed to have you looking out for us.
creekside Am I understanding correctly that gym and
chorus. be asynchronously?
I may have missed it but is there an updated survey for
whether we are doing bus or pickup? CAn you do a
combo?
Will you be sharing the flow chart for us to reference?

Answer(s)
live answered (hard to know. Next change not before November.)

live answered
These classes will happen on the days they are home but will be synchronous
live instruction.
There was a transportation survey link in the email that Dr. Timmis sent.
Yes, you can do a combo.
yes, the flow chart will be on the district website.

Becon and Creekside if there is a positive case we have to
wait to hear it from the Health Dept? in my expierence
that can take awhile (with contact tracing) will there be a live answered (we will share any exposure info as soon as we have it. Only
way for communication to be sent from the school,
the health dept can advise on isolation/quarantine, etc. recommendations
102 obviously without personal info.
for those. They do the contact tracing.)
District- why are sports allowed when classrooms are not
even able to keep 6 feet a part? Why are sports deemed
safe but not returning to classrooms are not? On a sports
team they are less than a foot a part and touching stuff
103 from other districts.
live answered (sports are primarily outdoor, smaller groups, co-horts, etc.)
Beacon: Can siblings sit together on the bus or would they
104 have to be spaced apart?
Siblings will likely sit together on the bus.
live answered (previous answe: When we looked at the numbers of students
Why did you switch from a 25% phase-in model to a full who were enrolled in Homeroom, we realized that we could accomodate
50%? It is disconcerting that the metrics and phase-in
50% safely. We made the 25%/50% plan without knowing how many
105 plans have changed fron those originally published.
students would choose each path.)

106

107
108
109

110

111

112
113
114

115
116
117

118

Anchor and Wylie....just a little concerned as our
Wendesdays have been very little learning/work. We are
usually done by 930/10 at the latest with no other work to
do for the day.
So now we will have 3 days like this? I'm worried about
falling behind now, but even more so with more days like
this.
Anchor & Wylie: If a student has to stay home due to
symptoms do they still attend morning meeting and do
asynchronus work along with the kids who are on opposite
days?
personal
creekside- will kids still be taking a shuttle bus to and
from the bus hub? thank you!
Wylie- Fantastic plan, thank you for your transparency and
the hours of extra work done daily during this fluid
situation. Extremely happy to be in this school district.
Anchor- We do not have our child signed up to ride the
bus. If we decide we need to use the bus system, can we
get her added to the route at any time?
Creekside. If a student has a case of covid and rides the
bus, will parents of other students who were on the buses
be notified?
You all are amazing thank you so much for everything you
are doing to keep our kids safe!!!!!
Thank you. Will they be fully asynchronous if they're
quarantined?
(Beacon and Creekside) What about mask breaks? I didn't
see those in the sample schedule, but I heard students
will have them during the day.
CRK- could buses have assigned seats?
will the q&a be available with answers after this
meeting?
Beacon - Will we receive guidance from individual
teachers as to what supplies need to be brought to school
each day?

Since the students are in school getting live instruction the day prior they will
then have work to do while at home. This may not be virtual due to
materials and journals being sent home. You will also be getting two 30
minutes specials. Second answer: I recommend that you share that feedback
with your child’s teacher. Our plan is for teachers to send work and
directions with students at the end their in-person day to do for the following
day. We will work on settling into a good routine and provide a level of
work that meets your child’s needs.
Yes, they can still attend the morning meeting and then work with the
teacher to support learning. This may include office hours with the teacher,
small group and/or one-on-one support.
personal
live answered (yes - a clean bus)

live answered
live answered (yes, contact transportation - 734-424-4190. They can get
added.)

live answered (yes)
Thank you. We appreciate your support.
It depends building to building. They will be fully virtual, but some lessons
may be live (synchronous) but most will likely be asynchronous.

live answered (for eating and isolated outside play)
live answered (yes, they will)
live answered (if we can remove personal details, yes)

live answered (yes)
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Question
Thank you all. These are challenging time and we’re all
119 doing our best.
Will specials only be on asynchronous days? And will they
120 be asynchronous or live?

Answer(s)
live answered
live answered (specials will be on home days and lessons will be both
synchronus and asynchronus depending on subject and teacher)

live answered (previous response to similar question: Since the students are
in school getting live instruction the day prior they will then have work to do
while at home. This may not be virtual due to materials and journals being
I realize it's hard to gauge when the students will be back sent home. You will also be getting two 30 minutes specials. Second
full time, but going from 4 days of instruction to 2 days is answer: I recommend that you share that feedback with your child’s teacher.
concerning. 1 hour on the asynch days doesn't seem like Our plan is for teachers to send work and directions with students at the end
much time for the teacher to touch base with all those
their in-person day to do for the following day. We will work on settling into
121 that have questions. Thoughts?
a good routine and provide a level of work that meets your child’s needs.)
You guys are awesome! Thank you so much for all your
122 hard work!
live answered
Creekside- When will the 5th graders begin to choose
123 choir or band or orchestra?
live answered (We don't know that yet.)
124 Creekside: Should students bring Chromebooks to school?
Anchor - For kids riding the bus, will the windows need to
125 be open on the bus for the trips to/from school?
Is there anything we can donate to help? What else can
126 we do for you?
Will you be accepting donations for sanitation items. We
have hospital grade wipes from DTE and a bunch of latex
127 gloves size medium and large
Beacon Will the specials still be recorded and put on
128 SeeSaw for viewing at another time?
129 Need any school nurses???
130 thank you
131 Do you need hand sanitizer donated to the classrooms?
Would people who only have nights and weekend
132 availability help with your staffing needs?
Anchor: Can kids bring a snack if they dont do breakfast,
133 You all rock!
Will class size increase when the kids go back at 100% I
assume you will not be able to keep the class size at 10134 14 if they are back in person 4 days a week?

live answered (yes)
live answered (they will be open, weather permitting)
live answered (we welcome gloves and wipes donations; teachers may
request supplies)

live answered (yes)
Yes. They will be taught live, but if they are missed you will be able to
access it at a later time.
live answered (Chris: call me!)
live answered
live answered (not at this time)
live answered (yes - second shift and weekends are hard to fill!)
live answered (check with your child's teacher)

live answered (Correct. When we are back to 100% class sizes will increase.)

CREEKSIDE, MC +
This is extremely well thought out and represents a great
deal of sacrifice. Thank you!

135
136
137
138
139
140

141

Q: HOW DO YOU PLAN TO PRACTICE CONTRACT TRACING
(AND MITIGATE RISK) with students eating lunch, masks
off, attending music classes (for wind instruments
presumably masks off) and attending specials in larger /
mixed groups?
Anchor: can we drop off donated supplies rather than
having our kids bring them in?
Anchor: do students need to bring their ipads to school?
So happy to be in Dexter. You guys rock!
Will there be extra chargers at school if needed for the
iPads?
Thank you for the great communication - it is so helpful &
appreciated in navigating all of these changes.
Anchor: If they ride the bus, will they make it in time for
breakfast at 840... Sorry for all the food questions. I think
I need a snack!

live answered (students will stay in their class except for recess and
bathroom breaks; music classes are currently virtual; we are relying on
parents to screen their students and report any symptoms or concerns
prompty so we can limit the extent of any required isolation/quarantine)
yes, please call the office to make an appointment to drop them off. Thank
you!!
live answered (yes)
live answered
live answered (Yes, some. It would be best to send the device charged.)
live answered
live answered (yes. Breakfast will be delivered to their desks and will be
waiting for them)

In the previous plan there was a 25% increase weekly in
terms of increasing their days in person. Now that we’ve
jumped to 50% and are adjusting to the updated data, is
there any estimation on increasing to 75% or 100% and
live answered (we can't do 75% because that will mess up the cohorts. We
142 when you think that may happen?
don't have an estimate for 100% yet).
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143

144
145
146
147

148

Question
Can you please explain the decision to allow bandanas
and gaiters? It seems that the consensus is that they are
not preferred.
Will teachers/staff reinforce the importance of covering
mouth AND nose with masks in the classroom/school
please?
You are all INCREDIBLE!!! Thank you for using quality data
and learning from others in making your decisions.
Thank you all!!
Thank you all for everything you are doing!!!!
Thanks for your all dedication! We appreciate everyone's
hard work and thoughtful consideration for our students
safety.

Answer(s)

live answered (this is based on CDC guidelines.)
Absolutely! Yes, this will be part of our procedures as we work with the
students.
live answered
live answered
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